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President’s Message…….Brian Hart
I have just returned home after spending a most enjoyable time on an
outing with the club to a large dairy farm east of Cobourg. It was one of, if
not the best attended of any of our outings and it demonstrated a lot of
the things that are going right for the club. First and foremost, it
represented a great photographic opportunity, with a wide range of
subjects from rolling pastoral farmland to highly sophisticated milking
machinery and not least, lots of cows! It also represented an opportunity
to share one’s photographic vision and consult with others on camera settings and technique etc. and, not least, it
was an opportunity to learn more about modern farming. Although the majority of members are retired, we all
have many other commitments on our schedules and it is not possible to attend all the outings that are arranged
but it really is a must to make sure that you participate on an outing if you really want to get the most out of your
membership. In the same way, it is important that you try to submit at least one photograph in the fall session and
one in the spring session of our members’ meetings.
Active participation from as many members as possible is what will keep the club
interesting and compelling – and fun to be part of. It is a theme that I continually
return to because I believe it to be so important.
It is also important that we don’t forget that one of our objectives as a club is to
celebrate the diversity of photography. There is room for all types and not just what
is popularly considered as “fine art”. Composition, technical excellence and impact
are characteristics that can be exhibited in everything from sports photos to abstract
still life images. There is room for everyone and their passion for photography. Put some of your work forward
and let the club appreciate your passion for getting the image that pleases you.

In This Issue…. President’s Message , 1; Outings Report , 2 - 4; NPC Featured
Photographer, 5 – 9; NPC Bulletin Board, 10 – 11; Members’ Photos, 12;
Mary Talbot Photography, 13; The Last Page, 14.
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Outings Report by David O’Rourke
In our last newsletter, I didn’t have a chance to report on our March 18th
outing to the annual Canada Blooms Festival at the CNE, which had been
suggested by Sharon Thompson and Bob Robertson. Tripods weren’t
allowed, but a couple of us had brought monopods for our DSLR’s or
point and shoots for their easy portability and (often) macro lenses. We
weren’t allowed to use some of the old tricks for shooting flowers—like
placing a piece of coloured cardboard behind the flower or squirting it with water to make the
moisture look like dew—but there were a number of things we kept in mind: be aware of
background distractions behind the flower, don’t ignore the ugly ducklings (e.g. a flawed or dying
flower), choose a focal point in the flower and consider using the rule of thirds to highlight it, go in
really close and focus on just a part of the flower for that abstract look, experiment with focal
length depending on whether you want a sharp or blurry background, and finally be aware that
your flash can wash out the photo. Some of us had flash diffusers or the Gary Fong Puffer Pop-Up
Flash Diffuser ($30 at Henry’s) which worked beautifully. In fact, the diffused flash helped to
counteract the lighting in the building, which made getting the right white balance a little tricky.
Happily, Allan Short discovered that using the tungsten setting for white balance when we got
home was able to correct some of the photos.
Our final outing in March was Port Hope’s always popular “Float Your Fanny Down the Ganny,” on
Saturday, March 31st. For this members staked out their own best locations and shot away. Some
of us sought to freeze the action, while others tried panning and close-ups. There was a very long
wait before the Crazy Craft finally appeared,
something Bob Robertson had warned some of
us about and something we’ll have to keep in
mind for next year.
On Good Friday in April, we headed up to the
Peterborough Garden Show at the Evinrude
Arena, an outing which was suggested by Mary
Talbot. Both pads were jam-packed with booths
and people, and there was no shortage of
subjects to shoot. Some of us were able to apply
the lessons learned from Canada Blooms, but this show was about a lot more than just flowers so
it was a really interesting shoot with much creative photography. ( Bob Robertson Photo)
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Outings cont’d…….
Our last outing in April, suggested by Ray Williams, was
to the Hoskin Family Farms Market, and it proved to be
the most popular outing we’ve had since the Cobourg
Cougars game in mid-January.
Twenty-one members enjoyed Gaye Hoskin’s tour of the
huge dairy and beef farm and were really surprised at how evolved and computerized farming
today has become. After coffee and donuts supplied by our host, we had free time to wander
throughout the Hoskin farm.
Get ready in May for a trip to the 2nd Marsh
in Oshawa led by Bob Bell and to the Metro
Toronto Zoo, which we haven’t done since
Richard Looye’s days as Outings Director. Try
to join us for the fun, the shots, and what
you’ll learn about photography. Click below
to check out some of the things we’ve done
this year:
http://northumberlandphoto.ca/outings.htm
Debbie Function writes: “A crisp, fresh morning greeted us at the farm as we travelled through
the ins and outs of the buildings, learning what it takes to run the Hoskin Farm operation. This is a
4 -family business and each does its part to run a fully automated and financially successful farm.
The cows, of course, were very photogenic. I loved this outing!!”
(Text and above photos submitted by Debbie Funchion. )
Photo, left, by
David
O’Rourke.

Photo, right,
by Ormie Van
Alstyne
Gaye Hoskin, fourth from left, “herded” this group around his farm.
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Dawn Knudsen Outing Photo

Ormie Van Alstyne Outing Photo, Above

Dawn Knudsen Outing Photo

Terry Self Outing Photos, Above and Below

Ormie Van Alstyne Outing Photo
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Ed. note: Each month the Monitor features the photography of one of our club members. The
purpose of this is to broaden our familiarity with the individuals within our membership as well as
to promote each member’s artistic achievements.

Our May photographer is:

Kathy Dobney!!!
“I was born and raised in Port Hope. I left to attend university and
after marrying my husband, Norm, & continuing our respective
educations, returned to town (1976) to raise our family. Although
trained as a biologist & laboratory technologist, I developed my
current occupation, bookkeeping, while a stay-at-home mother. We
moved to our country home north of Port Hope in 1985 where we
kept our Morgan horses ‘in the back yard’ until just recently.”

“My early interest in photography stems from our
family’s chronicling of life through home movies.
My personal choice was photography and my first
SLR, an Asahi Pentax, dates back to 1972. Although
I was quite inquisitive at first, I reverted to a more
documentary style with the arrival of our children
& ultimately abandoned my Pentax for a Nikon point-and-shoot digital camera. A friend/
photography instructor, who convinced me I needed a digital SLR, revitalized my interest in 2008
and Mary Talbot’s work & enthusiasm have spurred me on. My current camera is a Canon 30D; a
Sony H-series camera accompanied me on our last vacation.”
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Kathy Dobney……
“My greatest love is nature photography: flowers, animals &
landscapes but I’ll take on most anything challenging or
interesting that catches my eye. I have an affinity for
macrophotography. I capture most of my images around home
or at our cottage north of Bon Echo Park. Travel, for me, has been
rare but I’ve been (briefly) to England, California, the Caribbean,
Australia and most recently, France. I admit freely that faraway
fields are beginning to appeal to me.”
Crystal etching – the result of homework assigned by Mary Talbot
for her Close Up & Macrophotography course

Chapel, above, taken at a
Chateau Manissey vineyard , near Avignon, France

Crystal etching, above, left, the result of homework
assigned by Mary Talbot for her Close Up &
Macrophotography course ; Above - Waterfront –
another Toronto waterfront image captured the day
of the outing to the ROM.
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Kathy Dobney…..
Ashby Sunrise,
right, taken of an
adjacent island,
last summer, at
the cottage.

Morning Dew, left, at Ashby Lake, early morning dew on a
spider web on a stairway railing

Seal Bay – A shot captured of a wild Australian sea lion that
approached us at a seal colony on the shore of Kangaroo Island, Australia. We were escorted
onto the beach among the sea lions by one of the naturalists at this national park.
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“Hardly the best, but definitely a memorable event related to
photography stemmed from a photography class assignment. I
crouched low in the underbrush one late October to silhouette the
dried flower heads against the setting sun. The underbrush
revealed itself days later to have included poison ivy stems. Nasty,
since I am highly allergic to it.”
“My other interests and pastimes are playing my violin, gardening
and kayaking.”

Kuranda – waterfall near Cairns, Australia

Kathy - intent on composing
another beautiful image!!!

Ploughing Match – “I have a special passion
for horses – especially working horses. Taken
at the annual Northumberland plowing match
held on Thanksgiving Weekend of 2009.”
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Kathy Dodney Photos

Echinacea in bloom
Peony and guest
Painted Daisies

Wow!!! What a beautiful collection of
photographs, Kathy!!! There is no doubt
that you have a great “eye” for composition!
And colour, as well! What a delight to
include these images in this edition of the
Monitor. You have made ‘Moni’ very
happy!
Your photographs, set to some of your violin
music, would make for a very pleasing slide show.
Especially for our May meeting. (Hint! Hint!)
Thanks for sharing your outstanding photography
with our NPC members.(Ed.)

Photography Quote: "To me, photography is an art of observation. It's about finding something
interesting in an ordinary place... I've found it has little to do with the things you see and
everything to do with the way you see them." -- Elliott Erwitt
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Any items of interest to you would likely be of
interest to our NPC members. Please consider “posting” them on our NPC Bulletin Board.

> Posted by Mary Talbot ……………… Ganaraska Studio Tour
April 28 – 29, 2012 (last weekend in April)
10 am to 5 pm

www.ganaraskastudiotour.ca.

 Posted by Roy Cartwright – an interesting article on Depth of Field. http://www.blueskyweb.com/dofmyth.htm
 Posted by Brenda Nutter - "If any of you have boxes that a camera lens has come in that
you wouldn’t mind lending to the Safari committee, could you bring it/them to the
Technical Evening on April 23rd. “We would like to borrow them until after Safari.
They can then be returned to you. Please put your name on them as they all look the
same! “ 
 Posted by Bob Robertson - a friend has a projector to sell. The Slide Projector is a
Haminex. Comes with loads of trays and other goodies. Asking $35.
Thanks again ............. Barry 905-349-1062
 Posted by Julie Waterhouse/Larry Keeley - What's New this Month at Ultimate Photo Tips?
Julie Waterhouse Worth1000Words@ultimate-photo-tips.com
 Posted by David Seeram/Larry Keeley - Dave Seeram - PhotographyBB
editor@photographybb.com

 Posted by Allan Short - http://www.doorsopenontario.on.ca/Home.aspxv - Suggested
photo ops for NPC members
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NPC Bulletin Board…..
 Posted by Mary Talbot
Spring Photography Workshop
with Mary Talbot
“Seeing Beyond the Familiar – Enhancing Your Photography
Experience”

The Woodlawn Inn, Cobourg June 8 - 10, 2012
This photography workshop with Mary Talbot is
designed to help participants visually explore the world
around them through illustrated instruction, audiovisuals, image discussion, and field work. The main
areas of focus will be arranging subject matter in the
picture space to convey the photographer's message;
and creativity.
The workshop will include care in composition; design
elements (line, shape, texture, and perspective);
creative techniques (motion, montages, multiple
exposures); Light and Focus.
Maximum of 8 participants. Workshop fee: $290 (includes lunches, coffee, tea, afternoon snacks,
and applicable taxes). Friday, June 8: 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm; Saturday, June 9: 8:30 am – 4:30 pm
Sunday, June 10: 8:30 am – 4:30 pm. For further details and registration, please visit
www.marytalbotphotography.com

 Posted by Pat Calder - What photography means to me by Dewitt Jones, colomnist for
Outdoor Photography. http://www.outdoorphotographer.com/columns/basicjones/realizations.html?
 Posted by Pat Calder - You are invited to view Patricia Calder's Equine Photography show
running throughout April at The Human Bean Coffee Shop
80 King St W Cobourg
 Posted by David O’Rourke - Panoramic aerial view of Toronto
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What an “uplifting” photograph!!
Submitted by Pat Calder. And another
suitable of the title: “Go Fly a Kite” –
also submitted by Pat.

mm Field and OnHe
Heaven is up there the

Bottom
Photos by Larry Keeley
Greatest
Illusions
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Canola Field

Impressions

CSanola
CloudMM
Reflections

Memories Of Spring

M

mMS
See NPC Bulletin Board For
Details on Mary Talbot’s Spring
Workshops!!
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Larry’s Comments

Following Dorette Carter’s presentation at last month’s meeting, I was
interested in finding out what nuggets of wisdom our members would take
home with them. Dorette covered a lot of ground in her much anticipated
discourse on photography and I was curious to know what our members found the most
interesting and helpful. My first inquiry was directed to my inveterate note-taking wife whose
ability to snatch pertinent facts out of mid-air defies belief. A synopsis of her four pages of notes
reveals that early photographs were, and should still be, reliable records of our surroundings and
that these early photographers were disciplined observers who had learned to patiently look and
capture accurate images of their subjects.
Dawn’s notes echoed Dorette’s comments on the importance of the classic elements of design
needed to make a photograph ‘work’. Without incorporating such elements as lines, angles,
contrast, balance, etc. into our photographs, viewers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance, a
feeling that something isn’t quite right in a photograph. Used correctly, these elements will
enhance the viewer’s interest. “Art”, Dorette claims, “challenges the viewer to look again and
again. At times, even to the point of discomfort.” Capturing such photographs requires infinite
patience, Dorette pointed out, and reminded us that Ansel Adams and many other early
photographers, discarded many of their photos and waited for the right moment to capture the
images they wanted. “ With today’s digital cameras,” Dorette claimed, “you can shoot and shoot
and shoot until you get it right.”
Not all of our members were in complete agreement with Dorette’s assessment, as I found out
later. For example, some of whom I talked with, felt uncomfortable with the idea of repeatedly
shooting an image “until you get it right.” Their feelings were that, if you know what you’re doing,
you should be able to capture your image with much less effort. Some members also felt Dorette’s
evaluations of some of our photos were wide of the mark. ”She’s not a photographer,” one
member argued, “and doesn’t fully understand what’s involved in capturing photographic images.
Telling a moose to move in the opposite direction just “ain’t gonna work!” That may be true;
however, Dorette Carter has a broad artistic background and many years’ experience in artistic
expression. Heeding her advice will make us all better photographers!
Thanks to all who sent materials for this edition of the Monitor. Without your input, we wouldn’t
have a newsletter!

